Year 9 - Summer Term 2 Curriculum Plan

Wk 1 (W.c 1st
June)

English

Maths

Science

Geography

History

RE

Spanish

Art

Citizenship

Food
Technology

Business

Child
Development

Sport Education

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mrs Johnstone/
Mrs Lyons
social class /
working class /
middle class

Volume
Finding missing
sides from
volume

Flashback

Hazards /
Coasts recap

Why was there
so much
overseas
exploration
during
Elizabeth’s
reign?

Evolution
Theory

Daily routine
and
celebrations
assessment

Portraiture:
Artists who use
patterns in
portraiture.
Response:
Portraits
utilising
patterns

Independent
revision of
Theme B,
including recall
quiz. Exam
questions from
June 2018
Paper 1 Section B.

Seneca
learning 4 tasks
and Nutrition
labelling

Methods of
Payment: Cash
& Cheques with
appropriate
worksheets.

How adults
influence the
PILES and how
it leads to
delays in
development

Factors that
impact on the
popularity of
sport.

Life after death

Grammar
worksheet:
What do you do
in your free
time?
Writing about
Reading habits:
-

Intro to
distortion in
portraiture:Artist
copy

Video lesson modelled
responses to
above exam
questions.
Summative
Assessment of
Theme B

Seneca
learning
Functions of
eggs aeration

Methods of
Payment: Direct
Debit & Bank
transfer with
appropriate
worksheets

Cognitive
development,
positive
relationships,
emotional and
social
communication
and language

Understand the
issues which
affect
participation in
sport

Euthanasia

Physical
description and
discussing
personalities.
General
conversation
questions.
Describing your
family.

Title Page for
Distortion

Feed forward
from summative
assessment
Begin Theme C
[How The Law
Works] - What
law is and how
the law affects
our everyday
lives

Seneca
learning
Functions of
eggs
denaturation

Balance Sheet
Calculations
with appropriate
worksheets and
video content.

Promoting
children's
development
through play

Assessment

Past tense
Grammar :what
did you do last
weekend?
Combining
present and
past tense.

Close up
distorted facial
features

Theme C: Why
do we need
laws in society?

Seneca
learning
Functions of
eggs binding

As Above 2
week due
29/06/20

Feed forward of
the
assessment.
Introduce
RO51-LO2

Use of animals/
animal
experimentation
in Islam

Assessment:
-Writing &
reading
Feedforward

Research
Picasso’s
Weeping
Women.
Written
response

Theme C: Why
do we need
laws in society?

Seneca
learning
Functions of
eggs coating

How to improve
Balance sheets
with recall
calculation. Elements of
new content

How and why
adults support
children's play.
.

Know about the
role of sport in
promoting
values.

Issues in the
Natural world

Technology in
everyday life

Drawing
self-portrait
response to
distortion

Theme C: The
age we become
legally
responsible for
our actions &
and the age of

Seneca
learning
Functions of
ingredients
coagulation

Revision tasks
based on above
topics

As above 2
week due
13/07/20

To know and
understand the
olympic and
paralympic
creed, symbol
and values.

GCSEPod
Wk 2 (W.c 8th
June)

Wk 3 (W.c 15th
June)

Wk 4 (W.c 22nd
June)

Wk 5 (W.c 29th
June)

Wk 6 (W.c 6th
July)

Drama Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mrs Johnstone/
Mrs Lyons
class division /
inequality

Volume of
pyramids
SA of pyramid
Compound
Volume
Problem
Solving

Viral and fungal
diseases

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mickey/ Eddie
social class /
working class /
middle class age 7

Enlargement
shapes by
positive and
negative scale.
Understand
scale factors for
2D and 3D
shapes
Identify the
scale factor of
enlargement of
a shape

Bacterial and
protist diseases

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mickey/ Eddie
class division /
inequality /
education

Enlargements:
Problem
Solving
involving scale.
Circumference
and area of a
Circle.
Ratio and
Proportion of
amounts

Human defence
system

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mickey/ Eddie
working class /
middle class /
education - age
14

Equivalence
between Ratio
and Proportion
Reasoning
Direct / Indirect
Proportionality
Calculate ratio
of an amount

Vaccinations

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mickey/ Eddie
social
inequality/
education/

Direct/Inverse
Proportion
problem solving
with graphs
Conversion
Graphs + Unit

Antibiotics and
painkillers

Hazards /
Coasts recap
Climate change
- what is the
enhanced
greenhouse
effect?

How significant
was Drake’s
circumnavigatio
n of the globe?

Hazards /
Coasts recap

Why did the
first attempt at
colonising
Virginia fail?

What is the
evidence for
climate
change?

Hazards /
Coasts recap
What are the
natural causes
of climate
change?

GCSE Pod

GCSE Pod
Recall
assessment

How significant
was Raleigh’s
attempt at
colonising
Virginia?
GCSE Pod

Hazards /
Coasts recap

What was
Roanoke?

Climate change
- what are the
impacts on
humans and
the
environment?

GCSE Pod
Recall
assessment

Hazards /
Coasts recap

What was it like
in Elizabeth’s
England?

How can we
mitigate against
climate

Social media
GCSE Pod
Recall

Listening exam

Wk 7 (W.c
13thJuly)

disadvantage/
opportunity

Rates
Unit Pricing &
rates (money)
Simple
Conversion
Graphs

Blood Brothers
Willy Russell
Mickey/ end of
play
ideas about
social class

Review Topics:
Ratio &
Proportion
Direct/Indirect
Proportionality
Enlargements
Equivalence
Ratio/Fractions
Best Buys
Enlargements

Drug Tests

change?

assessment

Hazards
/Coasts recap

What were the
greatest
challenges and
tensions in
Elizabeth’s
reign?

How can we
adapt to climate
change?

GCSE Pod
Recall
assessment

question

Matters of life
and death
revision

Future
tense:what are
you going to do
next weekend?
Combining 3
tenses lesson :
present, past
and nearer
future.

criminal
responsibility.

Collage of a
face using
distortion

Theme C: The
age we become
legally
responsible for
our actions &
and the age of
criminal
responsibility.

Google form for
an end of year
test to see how
much they have
learnt.

Assessment
fully graded
success
criteria.

Feedback
corrections

To understand
why sporting
initiatives
promote
sporting values
and why they
are important.

